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Slotting allowances are lump-sum payments
made by food manufacturers and producers to
supermarket retailers in return for shelf space
or, equivalently, access to the retail market.
These charges are pervasive in food market-
ing and take a variety of forms, including:
new product introduction fees;pay-to-stay fees
on existing stocks of processed and pack-
aged products such as bagged salads, fresh-cut
branded products, frozen or refrigerated prod-
ucts, etc., (Calvin et al. 2001); and lump sum
transfers by in-house brokers (IHBs) of private
label products (Marion 1998). Indeed, 80–95%
of the brokerage commission collected from
private label suppliers by IHBs is rebated
to retailers via lump-sum transfers. Slotting
charges are also common in other retail set-
tings, including book stores and pharmacies.

The potential effects of slotting allowances
on the conduct and performance of retail mar-
kets have been extensively studied. Principally
for new products, slotting allowances can split
the risk of product failure between retail-
ers and manufacturers (Bloom, Gundlack, and
Cannon 2000), and provide a mechanism for
manufacturers to signal to retailers informa-
tion on the likelihood of product success
(Chu 1992; Lariviere and Padmanabham 1997;
Desiraju 2001; Richards and Patterson 2004).
For all products, slotting allowances can allo-
cate scarce shelf space (Sullivan 1997) and
facilitate increased retailer or supplier market
power. The latter gives rise to the potentially
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pernicious effects of slotting fees as an instru-
ment for the exercise of market control and
monopolistic pricing.

Several studies identify different forms of
upstream (supplier) market power and the role
that vertical slotting contracts can play in facili-
tating market control. Marx and Shaffer (2004)
and Shaffer (2005) show how an upstream
supplier can use slotting charges to foreclose
smaller suppliers’ market access. Innes and
Hamilton (2006, 2009) show how slotting con-
tracts can be used in a multi-product retail envi-
ronment to facilitate cross-market control by
a dominant manufacturer of a single product.
In Innes and Hamilton (2006), the dominant
manufacturer signs retail contracts that require
slotting fees to be imposed on competitive pro-
ducers of the other product; this permits the
monopolization of both markets, despite retail
supermarket competition. Innes and Hamilton
(2009) assume such explicit cross-market tying
arrangements are not possible, and show how
vertical contracts that combine slotting fees
with resale price maintenance in the dominant
manufacturer’s market alone can be used to
elicit retailer-supplier slotting contracts in the
other market, that again support monopolistic
pricing outcomes.

In the present paper, we focus on the case
of downstream market power, that is, the
market power of retailers. In his landmark
paper, Shaffer (1991) showed how and why
imperfectly competitive retailers impose pos-
itive slotting fees on competitive suppliers to
soften post-contract price competition. This
raises equilibrium prices and thereby lowers
social welfare whenever product demand is
elastic. Following Innes and Hamilton (2012),
we build upon this foundation by adding a new
dimension to retail competition, that is, prod-
uct variety. Slotting fees then have effects on
both pricing and variety, and these effects can
be competing in the sense that one depletes
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welfare (higher prices) and the other raises it
(higher variety).

There is, of course, a vast body of industrial
organization literature on product variety (for
example, see Chen and Riordan 2007). How-
ever, most of this literature does not distin-
guish between variety and retail choice, instead
modeling atomistic variety providers on a
Hotelling line or a Salop circle. We present a
simple Salop-based model of variety and retail
competition that distinguishes between these
choices and builds naturally on Shaffer’s (1991)
insights on vertical contracts. In this sense, our
analysis is similar in spirit to Anderson and
DePalma (1992) and Hamilton and Richards
(2009), with the key difference being that our
focus is on the strategic choices and effects of
slotting contracts. Our Salop-based modeling,
however, is both simple and versatile, and is
intended to contribute to the analysis of other
retail market phenomena.

Our interest in retail market power is par-
ticularly appropriate to food markets. The
top four U.S. supermarket retailers (Walmart,
Kroger, Safeway, and Costco) control 50% of
the nation’s grocery retail market (Richards
and Pofahl 2010). Indeed, this statistic under-
states the extent of local concentration. In
2007, the top four (local) retail supermarkets
controlled over 80% of Atlanta’s market, and
over 60% of the market in Chicago, Dallas,
and New York. This concentration has risen
in recent decades (Sexton 2000; Sexton and
Zhang 2001).

Our interest in product variety,and its poten-
tial link to vertical slotting contracts, is also
particularly appropriate to food markets. The
median number of stock-keeping units (SKUs)
held by supermarkets, which are a measure of
the number of products a supermarket stocks,
increased 52% from 1990 to 2004 (Progressive
Grocer 2005), and averages tripled from 1980
(when SKUs numbered roughly 15,000 per
store) to 2006 (when they averaged roughly
45,000). This timing is correlated with the rise
of slotting fees, suggesting a potential empirical
link between the two.

The Bar Bell Model

Following Innes and Hamilton (2012), we con-
sider a model in which consumer preferences
for product variety are distinguished from their
preferences for retail outlets. With two retail
outlets,for example,this distinction gives rise to
a“bar bell”model of preferences (see figure 1).

Retailer 1 Retailer 2

θ∗

v1

v2

v3

v1
v2

v3

Figure 1. The bar bell model

Here, consumers are distributed uniformly on
the unit-length “bar,” with preference costs of
patronizing each retailer measured by distance
from the consumer to the retailer at the end of
the bar, multiplied by the unit-distance prefer-
ence cost, t. Each retailer,in turn,is represented
by an end-of-bar “variety circle” on which the
retailer’s product varieties are symmetrically
dispersed. When a consumer chooses a retailer
(where to shop), she does not know her specific
preference location on the variety circle;rather,
she learns this location during the course of
shopping. Once this location is known,the pref-
erence costs of purchasing an available product
equal the unit-distance preference cost,δ, times
distance to the specific variety.

Before a consumer “shops” (at the time a
consumer chooses a retailer), she knows only
that her ex-post preference location is dis-
tributed uniformly on the unit-circumference
variety circle of any given retailer.When choos-
ing a retailer, a consumer weighs the expected
variety preference costs, which decline in
retail variety, retail preference costs (along the
“bar”), and product pricing.

Standard practice in product variety models
is to assume that each consumer demands one
unit of product in total, and selects one variety.
Variations of the model (e.g., Dixit and Stiglitz
1977; Kuhn and Vives 1999; Hamilton and
Richards 2009) can allow for an elastic demand
for the most preferred variety. In principle, the
marginal utility of consumption could depend
not only upon quantity (giving rise to price-
elastic demands) but also upon distance from
a consumer’s most-preferred variety. For con-
ceptual clarity, we focus on the unit-demand
(perfectly inelastic) case.

With more than two retail outlets, we would
have a “Ferris wheel” model in which the out-
lets’ variety circles are either located at the
end of 1/2-unit-length spokes (figure 2) or are
symmetrically spaced on a unit-circumference
Salop (1979) retail circle (as in Innes 2006).
The spokes model (without retailer-specific
variety circles) was developed by Chen and
Riordan (2007); Innes and Hamilton (2012)
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Figure 2. The ferris wheel model with spokes

study this model in the presence of variety
circles.

Retailers have three choices in the symmet-
ric variety bar bell model with slotting fee con-
tracts.They can choose the price of each variety
p, the number of varieties v, and the lump-sum
slotting fee S, to charge each wholesale variety
provider. Per the discussion in the introduc-
tion,we focus on downstream (retailer) market
power by assuming that wholesale providers
are perfectly competitive with unit costs c ≥ 0.
In this setting, a slotting fee elevates wholesale
prices w, to exactly exhaust wholesale rents,
(w − c)(θ/v) = S, where θ is the retailer’s mar-
ket. Note that we impose no constraint that
S be non-negative; this will be an equilibrium
outcome.

We consider a four-stage game. In the first
stage, the two retailers simultaneously select
the number of symmetric varieties to stock
(v) and the slotting fee contract pair (w, S)
to offer each variety supplier. Retailers bear
a per-variety stocking cost of f > 0 (for total
cost fv). In the second stage, variety suppliers
accept or reject the proposed retail contracts.
Supplier competition implies acceptance of
any contract pair that delivers a non-negative
profit. Retailers, in turn, only offer contracts
that give up no rents to suppliers,which reduces
the Stage 1 contract choice to the wholesale
price, w. In Stage 3, retailers simultaneously
choose product prices p. By virtue of symme-
try, prices for different varieties are assumed
to be the same without loss. Finally, in Stage 4,
consumers choose which retailer to patron-
ize, with perfect information about prices p,
and variety v. A subgame perfect equilibrium
to this game is obtained through backward
induction.

A central premise in this model is that
retailer variety is selected prior to price com-
petition, and at the same time as slotting fees.
That is, both are selected strategically in view
of their impact on the subsequent (Stages 3-4)
pricing equilibrium. In principle, one can imag-
ine retailers announcing slotting fee practices
prior to the selection of variety, thereby pro-
ducing a different order of play in which prices
and variety are selected at the same time (as
in Hamilton 2009 and Hamilton and Richards
2009). However, this would require a retailer’s
ability to pre-commit to contracts.

Implications of the Bar Bell Model
for Slotting Fees and Product Variety

Here we describe some of the mathematical
fundamentals of the bar bell model and its
implications. For a complete analysis, proofs,
and generalizations, we refer the interested
reader to our analytical paper, Innes and
Hamilton (2012).

Excluding retail preference costs, a con-
sumer’s expected utility from shopping at
retailer j is:

(1) u(pj, vj) = u − (δ/(4vj)) − pj

where 0.25δ/vj is the expected minimum vari-
ety preference cost at retailer j. Each consumer
chooses the retailer that delivers the highest
utility, net of the retail preference costs. This
leads to a market share of:

θ∗(p1, v1; p2, v2)(2)

= [t + u(p1, v1) − u(p2, v2)]/2t

for retailer 1, and (1–θ∗) for retailer 2. In
Stage 3, retailer 1 chooses price p1 to maxi-
mize profit, given the varieties and wholesale
prices from Stages 1-2 and the rival retailer’s
simultaneously chosen price p2:

(3) maxp1 θ∗(p1, v1; p2, v2)(p1 − w1).

Simultaneously solving this problem and
retailer 2’s counterpart provides Stage 3 equi-
librium prices, pj(v1, w1; v2, w2), j = (1, 2).

As of stage 1, knowing that slotting fees are
paid to retailers and that they satisfy zero sup-
plier profit conditions, retailers simultaneously
choose respective variety and wholesale prices
to maximize gross profit, considering equilib-
rium price effects in stage 3. For retailer 1, this
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gives:

maxv1,w1 θ∗(p1(.), v1, p2(.), v2)(4)

(p1(.) − c) − fv1.

A symmetric equilibrium, (p, v, w), solves (3)–
(4) and retailer 2 counterparts.

A corresponding welfare optimum is deter-
mined by the following problem:

(5) maxv u − (δ/(4v)) − 2fv → v∗.

Note that the premise of perfectly inelastic
demand due to both primitive consumer pref-
erences and an implicit premise that all con-
sumers are served (with u being sufficiently
large), implies that price does not affect welfare
in a relevant range.

Innes and Hamilton (2012) study a gener-
alized version of this model and show that:
(1) absent slotting fees (S = 0, w = c), variety
is under-provided at the market equilibrium
(v < v∗); and (2) equilibrium slotting fees are
positive (S > 0, w > c) and produce efficient
variety choices (v = v∗).

The first (variety under-provision) result
follows from two observations. First, absent
strategic considerations (i.e., if retailers ignore
how variety affects pricing), variety is effi-
ciently provided. In this case, retailers select
price to trade off benefits in higher revenues
from “captive customers” against the costs of
higher prices in reducing store traffic (los-
ing customers to the rival retailer). Price is
therefore the instrument for controlling store
traffic. Variety in turn is selected to trade
off the benefits of enabling higher prices for
customers – thus preserving incentives for cus-
tomers to choose the retailer – against unit
stocking costs f . That is, the marginal cus-
tomer’s marginal willingness to pay for variety
(MWTP) represents the additional price pre-
mium that the retailer can charge and preserve
consumers’ retail choice incentives. Equat-
ing this MWTP, multiplied by the equilibrium
retailer market share, with the stocking cost f ,
produces the same choice condition as in the
welfare maximization.

Second, strategic considerations depress
variety provision incentives. The reason is that
a higher variety choice by one retailer prompts
a rival retailer to lower their price to compen-
sate for the lost store traffic. This rival price
response represents a cost to elevated vari-
ety. As a result, retailers lower variety below

the level they would choose absent strategic
considerations.

When allowing for slotting fees, the previous
argument vanishes. Retailers exercise control
over rival price responses by implicitly pre-
committing themselves to higher retail prices
with above-cost wholesale price slotting con-
tracts (w > c). Shaffer’s (1991) key insight is
that each retailer has an incentive to sign a
positive slotting fee contract because the pre-
commitment (w > c) produces a higher rival
retail price. The same logic applies here. In
addition, however, this logic implies that rival
price responses are controlled by the slotting
contract, which frees variety to be selected effi-
ciently. Put differently, slotting fees, by elevat-
ing retail prices, increase each retailer’s benefit
from attracting marginal customers to their
store by increasing variety. This incentive off-
sets the strategic incentives to lower variety as
described above.

Two key qualifications to this argument
deserve comment. First, the argument literally
assumes that the MWTP for variety is com-
mon across consumers. However, this premise
is much stronger than necessary. For example,
suppose consumers have heterogeneous pref-
erences for variety (as is plausible); what is
then required for the efficient-variety result
is that the distribution of variety preferences
be unrelated to retail preferences (location on
the bar). Suppose instead that variety prefer-
ences are correlated with retail preferences;
for example, those with stronger variety pref-
erences tend to have weaker retail preferences.
Then, if a symmetric outcome remains opti-
mal (and it may not because retailers may
now optimally differentiate between high and
low variety customers), variety will be over-
provided in the slotting equilibrium and even
potentially in the no-slotting equilibrium. The
reason is that marginal consumers (who appear
right in the center of the bar, and upon whom
retailers base their variety calculus) now have
stronger-than-average variety preferences.

The second qualification is by design. Prior
work (e.g., Shaffer 1991) shows how slotting
contracts raise retail prices, which reduces wel-
fare when demand is elastic – the standard wel-
fare cost of monopoly/oligopoly pricing. These
analyses implicitly assume completely inelas-
tic demand for product variety. Here, following
Innes and Hamilton (2012), a polar oppo-
site is considered with price-inelastic product
demand, but variety-elastic retail demand. The
purpose of this opposing extreme is to pin-
point the potential welfare effects of slotting
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contracts on variety. Thus, we find a salutary
welfare effect of slotting.

To further explore the price versus vari-
ety tradeoffs implied by slotting contracts, we
next present numerical analysis that allows for
varying levels of demand elasticity.

Numerical Example

Consider the following iso-elastic utility
function:

u(q, d) = k − δd(6)

+ (ε/(ε − 1))q((ε − 1)/ε)A(1/ε) − y

where q is the quantity of product, d is distance
from the consumer’s most preferred variety
(on the variety circle), and y is numeraire
good consumption. For simplicity, this utility
function is separable in variety preferences
and quantity. This specification implies the
expected indirect utility function (up to a
constant):

(7) u∗(p, v) = k − (δ/(4v)) + (A/(ε − 1))p(1−ε)

and iso-elastic product demand

(8) q(p) = Ap−ε.

Social welfare becomes (in our two retailer
bar bell model):

(9) SW = u∗(p, v) + (p − c)q(p) − 2fv − t/4

producing the social optimum, p∗ = c,
q∗ = Ac−ε, and v∗ = (δ/(8f))1/2.

Solving for the symmetric oligopoly equilib-
rium provides conditions for price p,

(10) −qp(p − w) + t(p − ε(p − w)) = 0

variety v

(δ/4v2)(p − c)q − 2tf(11)

+ (dp/dv)[−q2(p + w − 2c)

− (tεq/p)(w − c)] = 0

where

dp/dv = −(δ/4v2)(p − ε(p − w))

× (Jpp + Jpc)/(Jpp
2 − Jpc

2)

Jpp = −2q(p − ε(p − w)) − t(w/p),

Jpc = q(p − ε(p − w))

and wholesale price w

(12) Jpp [pq + tε](w − c) + Jpc qp(p − c) = 0.

We calibrate parameters to ensure positive
consumer utility (large k) and variety choices
above two (which we treat as continuous for
simplicity). The latter requires δ (variety pref-
erence) to be sufficiently large. Table 1 reports
outcomes for the parameters, A = c = 1,
f = t = 0.1, k = 20, and δ = 10.

Some properties of the equilibrium are note-
worthy. First,with completely inelastic demand
(ε = 0),variety is under-provided in the equilib-
rium without slotting allowances (vn = 2.89 <
v∗ = 3.54) and is set optimally in the slotting
allowance equilibrium, consistent with Innes
and Hamilton (2012). Second, as the price elas-
ticity of demand rises above zero, there is a
welfare tradeoff between two effects of slotting

Table 1. Numerical Example with Variations in Demand Elasticity

Social Optimum No Slotting Allowances Slotting Allowances

ε v∗ SW∗ pn vn SWn pe we ve SWe

0.00 3.54 17.56 $1.10 2.89 17.53 $1.20 $1.10 3.54 17.56
0.30 3.54 17.13 $1.10 2.92 17.10 $1.21 $1.11 3.64 17.12
0.60 3.54 16.06 $1.11 2.96 16.04 $1.23 $1.12 3.77 16.05
0.90 3.54 8.56 $1.11 3.00 8.54 $1.26 $1.13 3.92 8.53
1.20 3.54 23.56 $1.11 3.05 23.54 $1.29 $1.16 4.12 23.51
1.50 3.54 20.56 $1.12 3.10 20.54 $1.35 $1.19 4.41 20.47
1.80 3.54 19.81 $1.12 3.15 19.79 $1.46 $1.26 4.96 19.64
2.10 3.54 19.47 $1.13 3.21 19.45 $1.65 $1.38 5.82 19.13

Note: The variable v denotes product variety, SW denotes social welfare, p denotes product price, w denotes wholesale price (with slotting fees), and ε is the
price elasticity of demand. Parameters are: A = c = 1, f = t = .1, k = 20, and δ = 10.
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fees. First, the fees raise prices, thereby reduc-
ing welfare vis-à-vis no slotting. Second, the
fees raise variety. When the demand elasticity
is sufficiently small, the variety-raising effect
is welfare-enhancing (even though the fees
lead to excessive variety) and dominates the
welfare-depleting costs of higher prices. How-
ever, as the demand elasticity rises further,
retailers increasingly rely on variety to attract
customers—even absent slotting fees—while
slotting fees produce more and more exces-
sive variety, higher and higher prices, and as a
result (with ε being higher),greater and greater
welfare costs of price distortions. Hence, for
ε below .89, slotting fees produce a welfare-
superior outcome (vs. no slotting), while for ε
above .89, the opposite is true, that is, slotting
allowances deplete welfare.

Conclusion

Much attention has been focused on the strate-
gic role of slotting allowances in facilitating
higher retail prices. In this paper, following
Innes and Hamilton (2012), we discuss how
slotting allowances can also serve to increase
the provision of retail product variety. Indeed,
when consumers have unit demands, slotting
allowances align market behavior exactly with
the social optimum.

In settings with elastic demand, slotting
allowances can have competing welfare effects.
By raising prices, slotting fees reduce wel-
fare (Shaffer 1991). By raising variety, these
fees can raise welfare. However, our numerical
work illustrates how, when demand is suffi-
ciently elastic, slotting contracts can lead to
such an excessive abundance of products that
the variety effects of the contracts are also
welfare-depleting. While unambiguous state-
ments on the merits of slotting contracts are
hard to make, this work suggests that prod-
uct variety is an important margin to consider
when evaluating this retail practice.
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